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ServerTag attribute be used? I'm refactoring a codebase that uses the ServerTag attribute to decorate Spring-managed beans.
After the refactoring, I've removed the attributes from all the beans and marked them as @Transactional. I wonder what should

be the correct approach in this situation. Is this a defect in the codebase? Is it a bad idea to remove it? What is the correct
approach? A: The ServerTag attribute allows you to annotate Spring beans by introducing the concept of "server-only" beans,
i.e. these are beans that are typically instantiated once per application lifetime (i.e. in an EJB environment). The main use case

for this attribute in Spring is when you have a singleton bean that does not really need to be distributed to other clients (i.e. it is a
"quasi-singleton"). That being said, removing the attribute is fully correct if you are planning to transition to another framework
or you will run into compatibility problems. Q: Javascript reorder/merge same element Say I have a list like this: A B C D Is it

possible to combine A and B, C and D in this way: B C
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android Â· Php Sign In.Q: C++ Operator Overloading Suppose I've a class: class foo { public: int data; void assign(int new_data)
{ data = new_data; } }; and I want that when I overload operator= for class foo: foo& operator=(foo& rhs) { rhs.assign(data);
return *this; } that the assignment of rhs takes place too. how can I achieve that? A: Since you assign rhs with rhs.assign, you

need to make sure this is also correctly set so the compiler knows which object you're assigning to: foo& operator=(const foo&
rhs) { rhs.assign(data); this->assign(rhs); // add this line return *this; } the world - one of the reasons we're here" - from
Theodate Pope to her then husband and her son and grandson. We have much less and the source of our food is more

contentious. And we're not here to fight with the greens. We don't want "balance" we want justice and we're willing to stand up
for what we've got and what we've lost if we have to. So if you believe in it keep doing what you're doing, but make sure the

source of your information is good, documented and change happens. No kidding - my last issue of F&G was their back issue, I
couldn't get it on their site. Being the man behind the curtain I also suggest that, if at all possible, the meetings be held at a level
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